
 

 

Cats Gotta Diamond Incentive 
Total Incentive $40,000 

This Incentive will begin at the 2019 PCCHA Futurity.  

October 3rd-12th  Location: Las Vegas  

 “Open Division Only” 
To highest advancing “Cats Gotta Diamond” in a working finals  

1st Place ~ $15,000  

2nd Place ~ $10,000  

3rd Place ~ $5,000  

  

“Non Pro Division Only”  
$5,500 to the highest advancing “Cats Gotta Diamond” in a working finals.  

            Amendment-  

   In the event of a pencil final, the incentive will be paid to the champion only. 

    

“Amateur Division”  
 Amateur (LTE $100,000 or more) - $3,000 to the highest advancing “Cats Gotta Diamond” in a working finals.  

  

 Intermediate (LTE $0.00 -$99,999) - $1,500 to the highest advancing “Cats Gotta Diamond” in a working finals.   

Amendment-   

In the event of a pencil final, the incentive will be paid to the champion only. 

    

Note: Amendments are due to the PCCHA changes.  

Amendment- In the event of a pencil final, the incentive will be paid to the champion only.  

 

The “Cats Gotta Diamond” Incentive will be available to 3 year olds sired by “Cats Gotta Diamond” who compete in the 

2019 PCCHA futurity. 

**The incentive will not be paid in the go-rounds. Incentives will only be paid out in the finals.  In the Open division, in 

the event only one Cats Gotta Diamond advances to the finals only $15,000 will be paid out. In the event only two Cats 

Gotta Diamond horses advance only $25,000 will be paid out. If no horses make the finals, no monies will be paid out. In 

the Open & Non-Pro, the incentive will not be paid out in the intermediate or limited divisions.   

 

Diamond J Ranch, owners of Cats Gotta Diamond, is offering the “Cats Gotta Diamond” Incentive. This incentive can be 

canceled or modified without notice, prior to the final entry due date of the PCCHA. Diamond J Ranch, LLC, guarantees 

all incentives.  

 

For further information contact:  

Tom Long (775)-790-0676 

Ryan Long (775) 745-5730   

www.tomlongcuttinghorses.com   

 

     

http://www.tomlongcuttinghorses.com/

